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energy production

Can disruptive innovations with
novel service attributes
help stimulate end-user demand
for a low carbon transition?

Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes to
users … and can rapidly change markets
Sustaining innovations -> improve currently valued attributes
power speed storage low cost per MB -

portability versatility codeability low cost per unit -

Disruptive innovations -> offer novel attributes, create new value

Examples of potentially disruptive innovations
to mobility: alternatives to car ownership
Sustaining innovations -> improve currently valued attributes
ownership upfront cost independence -

usage-based care-free relational choice variety -

Disruptive innovations -> offer novel attributes, create new value

Convergence of digital + energy opens up new
sources of value for users: mobility-as-a-service
“Mobility-as-a-service
will reduce energy
demand by 80% and
emissions by over 90%”

Arbib & Seba (2017). Rethinking
Transportation 2020-2030. RethinkX.

Potentially disruptive low C innovations and
their valued attributes in different domains
What are potentially disruptive
low C innovations?
- mobility
- food
- cities & housing
- energy supply & distribution
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Energy = innovation:
10 disruptive technologies

Innovation in energy technology is happening more quickly than expected—and it
could accelerate economic growth and improve sustainability as early as 2015.
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‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ mobility:
(1) EVs (2) mobility-as-a-service (3) car-sharing
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‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ mobility:
novel attributes valued by end users?
mobility

novel attributes valued by end users (early adopters)

electric
vehicles

active
involvement
+ clean at
point of use

multiple
uses
mobility-as-a-service

pay per use,
service-based

ease of use,
convenient

car-sharing
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choice
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control,
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autonomy

active
involvement

‘Most disruptive’ and ‘lowest C’ innovations:
in 4 different domains
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emphasis of business
models for disruptive
low C innovations

atypical
early
adopters
?

broadly consistent with
historical transitions …
except ease of use

Conclusions: disruptive low C innovations can
engage (or even excite) end users
Disruptive innovations offer novel attributes and so value to end
users (a missing element in low C transitions)
Disruptive innovations are primarily about business models and
users (not radical technological breakthroughs)
Novel attributes of potentially disruptive low C innovations in
different domains include:
pay-per-use (rather than ownership)
multiple uses & functionality (rather than single purpose)
relational or active involvement (rather than isolation &
passivity)
control & autonomy (rather than dependence on systems)

Come to an informal session on Thursday to discuss more!
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